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Helen Garner’s second volume of diaries charts a tumultuous stage in her life. Beginning in
1987, as she embarks on an affair that she knows will be all-consuming, and ending in 1995 with
the publication of The First Stone and the furore that followed it, Garner reveals the inner life of a
woman in love and a great writer at work.With devastating honesty and sparkling humour, she
grapples with what it means for her sense of self to be so entwined with another—how to survive
as an artist in a partnership that is both enthralling and uncompromising. And through it all we
see the elevating, and grounding, power of work and the enduring value of friendship.Helen
Garner writes novels, stories, screenplays and works of non-fiction. In 2006 she received the
inaugural Melbourne Prize for Literature, and in 2016 she won the prestigious Windham–
Campbell Literature Prize for non-fiction and the Western Australian Premier’s Book Award. In
2019 she was honoured with the Australia Council Award for Lifetime Achievement in Literature.
Her books include Monkey Grip, The Children’s Bach, Cosmo Cosmolino, The Spare Room, The
First Stone, This House of Grief, Everywhere I Look and Yellow Notebook.‘Garner is scrupulous,
painstaking, and detailed, with sharp eyes and ears. She is everywhere at once, watching and
listening, a recording angel at life’s secular apocalypses…her unillusioned eye makes her clarity
compulsive.’ New Yorker‘On the page, Garner is uncommonly fierce, though this usually has the
effect on me of making her seem all the more likeable. I relish her fractious, contrarian streak –
she wears it as a chef would a bloody apron – even as I worry about what it would be like to have
to face it down.’ Guardian



About the BookHelen Garner’s second volume of diaries charts a tumultuous stage in her life.
Beginning in 1987, as she embarks on an affair that she knows will be all-consuming, and
ending in 1995 with the publication of The First Stone and the furore that followed it, Garner
reveals the inner life of a woman in love and a great writer at work.With devastating honesty and
sparkling humour, she grapples with what it means for her sense of self to be so entwined with
another—how to survive as an artist in a partnership that is both enthralling and
uncompromising. And through it all we see the elevating, and grounding, power of work and the
enduring value of friendship.‘But evidently I had not understood enough, or rather, as I was
slowly finding out, everything that one thinks one understands has to be understood over and
over again, in its different aspects, each time with the same new shock of discovery.’MARION
MILNER, An Experiment in LeisureCONTENTSCOVER PAGEABOUT THE BOOKTITLE
PAGEEPIGRAPH198719881989199019911992199319941995ABOUT THE
AUTHORCOPYRIGHT PAGE1987‘What do you write in your diary?’‘Everything. I try to write all
the worst things. That’s the hardest. The temptation to gloss it up. I force myself to put down the
bad and stupid things I do, the idiotic fantasies I have.’‘And do you read back over it?’‘All the
time.’Lunch. The company of women. This is what I need. Light and silly conversation about how
to keep canvas shoes white. ‘People think the world is full of couples,’ says E. ‘In fact it is made
up of triangles.’V’s quite a frumpy bloke, really. His body is neglected, his hair is going grey. The
pale skin of his arms and shoulders is thickly freckled, those childish freckles you see on boys in
primary school, a starry sky of freckles, densely packed.Being in love makes me selfish and
mean, puts blinkers on me. I get tunnel vision. I want, I want, I want. That’s all that happens,
when you’re in love. Okay, I’ve said it. I’m in love.O and I took a turn around the park near his
house. Muggy night. A flea bite on my left side. A moon one-third full, some faint stars, a scarf of
cloud drifting across the Centrepoint Tower, large fruit bats flapping between church steeple and
Moreton Bay figs. We convulsed ourselves by saying ‘andiamo’ in posh English accents. In a
second-hand shop window I saw a pretty nightie I wanted to buy. Always, under whatever else is
happening, a level of thought and fantasy about V and what is possible. I try out the idea of a
mistress, some long-term thing running parallel to his marriage. I know my ego wouldn’t accept
this. When I’ve been with him I feel fed, and anxiety dies a little. Like a junkie after a hit, I am able
to contemplate giving him up.My story appears today in the Sydney Morning Herald. On the front
page: ‘A new story from Helen Garner, plus how to avoid cholesterol.’On the ferry V has brought
a yellow plastic bag. He pretends it contains sandwiches but actually it’s his bathers and a book
on Wagner by Thomas Mann. ‘I’ve got very strong ideas on individuality,’ he says. ‘I reckon the
further you get from that, the less you are yourself, the more you blur.’ I say nothing, but think,
‘How does that sit with being married?’ ‘Course,’ he says, ‘that means anyone can do anything,’
and gives a short, dismissive laugh.At the beach O’s wife teased him and he flung sand in her
face, a lot, and hard. She sat up, brushed herself off and said, ‘I suppose I asked for that.’ She



walked down to the water to rinse it off. O said when she was out of earshot, ‘That wasn’t very
nice, was it. What can I do to make reparation?’ I wanted to say, ‘Get down on your knees to her,
for openers,’ but remained silent. He shook out her towel and rearranged it. She returned and lay
down on it, looking ordinary, and we continued our conversation.Dinner with the retired
academics. I made a big effort and stayed with the conversation. Spare me from old men’s calm
assumption that anything they say, no matter how dull, slow or perfunctory, deserves and will
have an audience. Their wives are still real, warm people, compared with these old blokes frozen
in their own importance. The jerky little tales of eccentrics and their drinking. Sly innuendo about
famous women they have known, one of whom was said to have had ‘sixty-four lovers’. I sat
quietly, thinking, ‘You call that a lot?’ Is this what V means when he says women never
understand that men want to be with other men? Dread: he too will turn out to be manly in that
way—looked after by a woman, no longer alive to her yet still drawing full benefits from her love
and sacrifice…Is there hope for women and men?I called home. M’s lovely bright voice. Thank
God I had a daughter. She tells me she’s got a job as a cleaner in an office building. ‘I started on
Friday. $9.50 an hour. It’s hard but I’ll get used to it.’ I was pleased it was a rough job and she had
got it through her own contacts and not mine. She’ll learn the connection between work and
money.These two men. I could say ‘I love you’ to each of them. To L in the most direct, old-
fashioned and simple way: I know him, I like him, he is like me, we know each other without
effort, two greedy, cheerful, sexy, sociable people, takers of foolish risks. To the other, how? A
thinker, intellectual, contained, cautious, measured, hardworking, private. And married. This will
have to be lived. It can’t be walked away from.‘How greatly one needs declarations in love, and
how greatly one fears them, as though they used up something that would otherwise survive
longer.’ —Elias Canetti, The Human ProvinceAwful evening at L’s kitchen table. His attacks on
me, the truth in them, but the way he strengthened their force, and ultimately weakened and
undermined their truth, by the use of irony, or rather sarcasm. ‘You’re silent,’ he says. ‘I’m not like
that. It’s a powerful position, the silent one.’ I put my head down on the table and cried with
shame. Sadness, soreness, regret; relief.M calls, laughing and high-voiced with excitement, to
report her exam results. ‘I knew the mail’d be there early. So I made myself some breakfast and
strolled to the post office as if there was no hurry. I got two letters and I even made myself read
the other one first.’ I shower her with praise. ‘Don’t feel you have to move out as soon as you get
back,’ she says. ‘It’d be good to spend some time with you in the house before we part. People
have been staying over a lot. Some in your bed. But don’t worry, I always make it nice again.’V
reads me some of his new novel. It’s very good. Dry, completely competent, full of fancies that
make me burst out laughing. He reads badly, in a stubbornly unemotional voice, as if gritting his
teeth to do it.Very, very hot day. I thought I was fine on the highway till I stopped at a motel in
Yass and got out. Found myself almost unable to speak to the woman at reception. When she
asked if I wanted dinner I just stared at her wildly. Trucks passed all night. Single bed, white
cotton sheets. I was terribly thirsty. Drank eight cups of tea and a jug of orange juice. Wanted a
beer desperately but was too stupefied to go out and find a pub.At Albury I bought a Ry Cooder



tape. Played it over and over, those instrumental songs, the leisure and sweetness of their
hesitations. The quality of his music is goodness. Absence of straining ego.Today I own a house.
Got the key and rushed over. Hated it of course. No sun to show its many light sources. Phone
went bung after one call. All windows seem to look on to brick walls. Plants in the garden ugly
and neglected and worthy of euthanasia. I began to panic till I stood in the backyard and felt its
space. Went again in the early evening, to water. Extreme quietness of the street, darkness
beginning to cluster under the plane trees. In the backyard I stood holding the hose on yellowing
grass. Sky in the west a paling orange. Above, a colourless clarity.Moving house. One carload at
a time. My room looks on to thousands of leaves. I lie on my bed and rest, looking up into the
foliage. The dog lies in the hall and gazes out the front door. Back at the old house M’s three
friends are moving in. Their different types of bed. Nobody there looks at me. I have ceased to
exist.I feel, and have to force myself to write, that for the first time in my life I am able to stand up
to, or with, a man of my own age whose strength of purpose and self-discipline are at least as
great as mine. I’m prepared to behave with respect and patience.Our father twists his head, red-
faced, shouts, ‘What I want to know is—what are you going to do with my money when I’m
dead?’ They’ve been drinking. Mum puts her head back against the armchair and laughs out
loud. ‘I think that’s really funny! We won’t know! ’Cause we’ll be dead!’At Manly V wouldn’t take
off anything but his sandals. He says that men don’t like being looked at when they’re naked.Boy,
can he write! Can he sling verbs around!Paralysis, since I no longer live with M. Everyone I tell
has a different analysis. ‘It’s a lack of structure! What you people all need,’ says J, the Christian,
‘is original sin. That gives you form and structure! You won’t be happy, but at least you’ll know
there’s shape.’ ‘It’s the abyss,’ says R, the Jungian. ‘A brand-new abyss. I envy you. Don’t fill it up
with old things.’Me: ‘This house is full of ants. But single ants. You look at a square foot of floor,
and there’ll be one ant just walking along vaguely. I think they’re Argentinian ants.’My sister:
(looking bored) ‘Long walk.’Wind blew in the night: I thought I heard doors being opened and
shut. Rain poured down. The house was waterproof. In the morning I hired a one-tonne flatbed
truck to move the rest of my stuff. The pipsqueak at Hertz demanded incredible details from me
—he rang the publisher and asked her to describe me. I told the guy who runs the Paragon that
my old friend P is going to share the house with me. ‘You women!’ he said, handing me my
coffee. ‘You get together again, late in life! Have you noticed?’ I was silent with shock. Late in life?
The black kitten that F palmed off on us is clawing up and down my leg. P accepted the offer of a
cat eagerly, sight unseen, though when she did see it she was not quite sure about its colour.
‘You can’t go back on it now,’ I said. She consulted one of her spiritual advisers, and returned
saying black would be fine.A letter that comes straight towards me with open arms.Dreamt an
old auntie told me that a woman ‘always needs a good pair of stout brown lace-up walking
boots’.Sorted books for hours. At first I was ruthless, and culled, but as fatigue took over, all my
decisions acquired a tone of angst, until I had to stop. Found an old literary magazine containing
an interview with V. His sentences were so dry as to be starchy, perfectly constructed in a way
that made me feel exhausted and slightly panicky. He is married. He is an intellectual. He is only



messing with me. And I have dropped my guard. Reading at random in Canetti: ‘It seems that
one cannot be severe all of a lifetime. It seems that something takes vengeance in one, and one
becomes like everyone else.’ Is this the sort of stuff V would write? Painful speculations,
sometimes grinding, always trying to tackle the worst, the least attractive, what cannot be made
beautiful?The cheeky waiter at Notturno is the brother of a wildly erratic and endearing Italian
boy I used to teach.‘Tell me, how’s your brother?’‘He’s gone.’‘Where?’‘Up there.’ Points north.
‘Carlton cemetery.’‘You’re pulling my leg.’‘No. That’s where he is.’Pause.‘Are you having me
on?’‘No.’ He is calm, but his smart expression is gone. The freckles round his eyes are standing
out. ‘No. He died.’ Looks at his watch. ‘On the eighth.’‘Why did he die?’‘Heart attack.’‘Heart
attack? How old was he?’‘Twenty-nine.’‘Did he have something wrong with his heart?’‘No. He
had weak lungs. He smoked too much. He loved a bong. His wife came home and found him on
the floor. They took him down to St Vincent’s and the doctor said he’d be all right. But he said to
my mother, “Take me jewellery off, Mum—I’m gonna die.” And he died.’At least I am not bound to
anyone, hurting him with my obsession. Examination of fantasy state: it is not a series of clear
pictures. Really it is more a stupefaction, a state of suspension.Lunch in Fitzroy. The way friends,
men and women, sit around a table, eating, drinking, telling little stories, making each other
laugh. I dislike, and am shocked by, the spiteful sallies of one of the older men. I’d forgotten it. I’m
used to living with teenagers. They have no bitterness.My sister calls, the counsellor. ‘How is it,
living without M?’‘Awful. I’m paralysed.’‘Classic,’ she says. ‘Classic symptoms.’‘What of?’‘Grief.
Starts with blankness, then that clears and it hurts more. It gets worse.’‘And guilt?’‘Yep. Huge
discharge of guilt. Also—idealisation.’‘Have you heard her HSC results?’We almost
laugh.‘Crying helps,’ she says, ‘if you can do it.’‘But what should I do? My friend R says, “Go into
it. Don’t be busy. Use it.”’‘She’s right. The sacrament of whatever’s necessary.’‘Who said
that?’‘Me.’Agitated, stunned, in distress, all at once. Sobs won’t form. I trudge about the house,
hating the colours, ring up and order a deadlock, wait like a rabbit for Cinema Papers to call
about my review. The cat has decided on a corner of my workroom as its lavatory.Her first day at
primary school, her eagerness, the way she gazed up at the teacher, my jealousy of the teacher.
The heavy surf of guilt: times when she wanted my company, my attention, and I gave it but not
with a full heart, or gave it briefly and soon let my mind wander in boredom with her childishness.
I ran away from her. Once when he and I squabbled in the car she punched herself methodically
in the head, she punched herself for some time before I noticed. I’m ashamed of feeling these
things, it’s an affliction I have to keep secret from her. Dull sky, cool wind, the side gate keeps
banging. Voices in the street speaking another language. This state is like a second labour. I’m
struggling to let her be born.A Tchaikovsky piano concerto, on my own. The idea of it made me
yawn but soon my skin began to crawl and various thoughts came to me with the music as
background. If I go ahead with this, I will be spending a lot of time alone. That’s something I am
already good at, and often prefer. I will spend a lot of time waiting. And when I’m old I will be
alone. How strange these thoughts are. They are serious thoughts. I am contemplating a course
of action which at my age will have certain repercussions, important ones. Have I got, can I find



in myself, the courage and strength to live like that? Would I want to be ‘married’? I am
notoriously bad at it. It does not suit me. The wife envies the passion her husband feels for the
mistress. The mistress envies the steady companionship…‘The world is made up of triangles.’H:
‘I’m old-fashioned too.’V: ‘Oh you are not.’H: ‘You’d be surprised.’V: ‘Name one respect in which
you’re old-fashioned.’H: ‘I believe that children should be strictly brought up.’V: ‘Good. What
else?’H: ‘Uhmmm…tablecloths. I like them, and I don’t mind ironing them.’My first cheerful day
since I ‘left home’. F called me and we went out to dinner. We spoke mainly French. I can still
understand almost everything and can chatter away, but I get words wrong and sometimes a
blankness occurs. We had fun, drank a bit of wine and made ourselves laugh. On the way home
we stopped at our old house—now M’s and her friends’—to pick up my TV, a few pot plants and
a ladder. The kitchen was full of the girls plus the law student and a debauched-looking, dense-
faced boy I didn’t know. They told me M was ‘feeling ill’ and had gone to bed. They were all
stoned, staggering with it, especially the law student, whose face was puffy. He stumbled about
in a red baseball jacket, hopelessly bombed, his eyes like eggs. He looked like a pampered,
adolescent, middle-class boy and I hated it. He barely greeted me. We collected what we’d
come for. A lot of jolly noise, loud wisecracks in US accents—they were waiting for us to be gone
so they could stagger out to the Prince of Wales. The law student asked me if I was coming to
M’s party on Saturday night. ‘No. I’m going to the country. Anyway she hasn’t invited me.’ ‘She
hasn’t invited you?’ ‘Oh, it’s all right,’ I say, without looking at him or meaning it, already halfway
out the door, full of sadness, shame, anger, a burst of disagreeable feelings that still ache with a
light persistence. When I got home I looked at myself in the mirror. My top lip had twisted, higher
on the left than the right. I looked bitter. Older and wiser. I suppose when your mother is ‘old and
wise’ you have to be very tough to break away. You must have to show no mercy.Dreamt that the
married man was washing up at my sink. I came and put my arms round him from behind. He
turned and wrapped himself around me like a child, twining, so that his feet were off the ground. I
felt his lightness and smallness with amazement.‘Is The Fatal Shore,’ says V, ‘the kind of book
you’d rush out and buy?’‘Course not. I’ve got no feeling for the past at all.’‘You’ve got a pretty
strong sense of the present, though, haven’t you.’A character with no sense of the past but with
such a sense of the present that she can be used as a gauge in any situation: ‘What’s going on
in there? Send in the radar.’I asked M out for coffee. She agreed eagerly. When I called for her
the boys’ dorm was still all over the lounge-room floor. The law student took me into the laundry
and showed me a bong in a bucket of water. He explained its workings. I was bored,
unimpressed, slightly shocked, basically contemptuous. In the cafe I told M about my ten
miserable days. She was aghast: ‘You should have come over!’ She listened to my psychological
account. I noticed she had tears in her eyes. ‘I came home from work,’ she says, ‘and found them
all bonging on just inside the back door, with the door open and fumes pouring out into the
street. I walked straight through and went to bed.’When we got back from the cafe we found the
boys gone and one of the other girls, the opera singer, finishing a major clean-up. She told us
she had put the kitchen radio on classical music and started the dishes. In the living room the



boys put on one of their records so she closed the kitchen door. The law student burst in, turned
off her radio with a violent movement, and shouted, ‘Stop acting the martyr! I’ll wash up later!’
Telling us this, her face flushes dark red and huge tears spill out of her eyes and pour down her
face. Boys who batten off girls, use their sense of order as something to sponge off and then
desecrate. Girls who let them do this.‘I considered nothing. It happened. What will become of
us?’ At Primrose Gully, in the place where last year I painfully taught myself the discipline of
solitude and learnt a kind of freedom, I recognise that I have given up freedom again, willingly let
it go, exchanged it for this bondage, to time and another person, which is called LOVE.Me: ‘Oh, I
wish I was an intellectual. But I’m not.’My sister: ‘You’re doing a hell of a lot better than me. Or is it
I.’An unpleasant, scorching day with dry winds, then a cool change. I drank some beer and ate at
the born-again Christian’s place in St Kilda. We walked a long way in the dark and the south-
westerly off the water, out the pier and on to the groin or whatever it’s called. Coming back, we
walked with our arms round each other. I said something and laughed and looked up at him and
he kissed me, with open lips. I was stunned, thinking, ‘This is the wrong man.’ That thought did
not even scrape the surface of the event. We walked on. I said, ‘We never could walk in step,’
and he said, ‘That’s how it is.’ He told me that at work he had seen a beam of light pass through
a concrete wall. ‘Were you hallucinating?’ ‘I’ve heard the devil can appear as light, so I don’t
know.’The flight to Sydney lasted only five minutes because I was reading Marguerite Duras’ La
Douleur. When her husband comes back after the war I cried so much my face twitched, I had to
wipe my eyes on my skirt. ‘I remember the sobbing all through the house, the tenants lingering
on the stairs, the doors standing open.’ Her writing is so physical. The movement of her
sentences captures the movement of emotion and thought—it’s real women’s writing,
shameless but never sloppy. Maybe she’s what I’m looking for—to show me how to control
emotion without being false to its power, how to be absent and fully present at once.Reading in
French slows me down, which is good, but there’s always that veil, the absence in me of the
complex vibrations that one’s own language sets up. Vibrations of the past in the words and
expressions, the echoing field of meaning in which one and one’s own language can play. And
yet the slowness makes it rich in another way.From the hotel window I can see water, ferries in at
the quay, but mostly asphalt and metal. The feelings I get from waiting are like an echo from the
future. What is the technique for not waiting? Clearly it is not possible to develop one, while in a
hotel room, taskless, homeless, workless, backyardless, carless, bikeless. This trip then is an
aberration. From now on, discipline.A letter to the law student. ‘Also you are drinking too much
and smoking too much dope. It is my prerogative to point this out. We shared a difficult year.
Don’t act like a fuckwit and spoil everything.’What I miss about L is the sight of him at the
Cretan’s place, all brown and colourful on the sofa, talking practical talk about gardening.V often
fades out, halfway through a sentence.When I sign my name, my first name, on a letter, I look at
it and like it, and feel lucky to have been given it.On Bondi Beach the moon, like a slice of lemon
or a hunk of cheese, went down fast behind a peculiar tower. I thought about things I want to
write. The healing sessions at the born-again church, the ragged doll at Primrose Gully, the bat,



the rats, the Christian who wants to drown the cat, the sister planning an abortion, all the things I
slid away from writing last year because I was scared.One of the painter’s favourite themes, said
V, was mother and child. And yet he hated his own mother.‘There are other mothers in the world,
aren’t there.’‘Other than what?’‘Other than your own.’I try hard to examine him, and him and me,
for weak spots that might destroy my respect once the obsession wears off. Mostly I find areas
of inadequacy in myself—mental laziness, ignorance, sloppy habits of mind, self-indulgence,
while for him my respect grows as he shows himself to me. He is a knower of things. I know
things too, but different things, and I know them differently. He loves to tell me things and
sometimes I get bored. Why? Because it’s a monologue. I have nothing to offer but my attention.I
can’t stop crying, I’m so tired, and the building noise outside this room is making me crazy.From
a chaise longue outside my back door I survey my backyard, its complete stillness, the fine
element of damp in the air, the stars thinly sprinkled above the shed.Rosa Cappiello calls me
from Sydney. I can hear her panting with the effort of speaking English. I am almost scared of
her, she is so violently trying to be herself.‘Elen. Are you with a man?’‘No. Are you?’‘No. Because
all the men I know are sick, and dirty. I want someone who is clean inside.’Watched the Kundera
doco on SBS at my sister’s. She slept right through it. I walked home: light was leaving the sky,
air clear, streets empty, air and sky perfectly empty. Walked along feeling overwrought, strange,
as if some rusted mechanism in me were beginning, after a long stillness of disuse, to turn over
again.While the gynaecologist is examining my cunt she tells me that her old dog got cancer and
had to be put down. ‘I still cry when I think of it,’ she says, doing so, burrowing away inside me.
‘I’ve cried every day for two and a half months. He was like a child to me. Life is so empty without
him.’Great love I feel for T, her stubborn face and stubborn ability to laugh at the moment before
despair. She’s recovered from black lung, and is now convinced she’s got MS. ‘I keep bumping
into things,’ she says, heaving chairs in over the tailgate of the EH. ‘And I’ve got a weakness
which is TOTAL.’ I diagnose a hangover. She’s been on holiday with her bloke. ‘We were together
for several days. We were careful with each other, like two actors performing a play.’ If she left
him she would flourish as an artist. Easy for me to say.The story about looking. I want it to have a
curve in it. To come right back and tie itself to the very beginning.P is very exercised
domestically by what to me are minor matters: which kitchen table? She weighs this possibility
against that, trotting from one room to another or standing in a thoughtful posture, finger against
cheek. I adopt a good-humoured but blanked-out patience, like a man in a Maupassant short
story with a garrulous wife whom he nonetheless loves. P is adorable, and faithful, with a
delicacy that I completely lack.The old journalist in an interview talks about her husband, how
they lived a life of intense companionship along with surprising independence. ‘So we both lied. I
had twice been blindly and hopelessly in love, and I knew that he’d had two love affairs, but they
were never discussed. I think the worst thing anyone can do to someone you love is to confess
all, because I did love him more than anybody in the world. He was such a marvellous friend and
he never bored me. We really suited each other down to the ground.’ So even ‘blindly and
hopelessly in love’ can’t stand up against ‘we suited each other down to the ground’.What am I



doing? He has been married for more than half his life on this earth. Why should it be any
different from any other love affair? Why shouldn’t it run through its phases, wither, and die? I’d
better work if I want to survive this, and if I want to play my full and proper part in it. Who wants a
lovesick, lazy drip, obsessed with her own emotions and full of resentment against fate?Bad
news. The owner of Primrose Gully calls to say he is putting it on the market. I have no money. I
thought I could detach myself… but a moment ago, at sunset, the pinkish-gold light on the
opposite ridge was so thick we might have been in Tuscany. Oh well. Kookaburras burst out in
choruses from the gully. A full moon rises. P surveys it from the veranda couch, sitting yoga-style
with her elbows propped gracefully on her knees. I have known her so long that I don’t know any
more where I end and she begins. I have been friends with her for more than half my life on
earth. Like V and his wife. This simple thought is comforting. A corrective. Then she left the kero
lamp on all night and burnt out the wick and mantle.Schopenhauer is bracing. Things are about
as bad as they can be, for humans, so we might as well recognise this and behave with
‘tolerance, patience, forbearance and charity, which each of us needs and which each of us
therefore owes’.The born-again quotes Corinthians at me: ‘Love seeketh not its own.’‘What’s that
mean?’‘You ought to be able to work that out.’‘How about “Love hath not an eye for the main
chance”?’ He seems impressed, but perhaps is not.Warm night, squashed moon, smell of dry
grass as if from a plain. I read Kuznetsov’s Babi Yar with bated breath. My story seemed paler
and paler, its tiny thoughts, its peaceful world. All my mechanisms creaking and groaning. Doubt
thins everything out, shows the void that always lies behind. Doubt that calls itself realism.The
law student and his dippy friend turn up very late at my door: ‘We’re tripping, Hel.’ The friend is a
talker, a joker, very tiring. The student’s face is a screen on which waves of emotion are
projected. I take them into the kitchen and devise small challenges: to get off on a plain white
plate, and so on. Soon I’m getting a contact high. I begin to contemplate the flower pattern on the
teapot spout, and a sound like distant music that is made by the motor of the fridge. I worry
about being old and plain—then I think, ‘They’re probably seeing only light where I think I am.’
The law student works hard at being courteous: ‘The minute you feel like going back to bed,
Hel…’ He is meticulous about emptying the ashtray, but is waylaid by ‘all these ants in the bin’. I
rush to look, expecting an invasion, but find only two.P and I drove to Albert Park for a swim at 10
pm. Dark water. I waded in. Wherever I moved there was a boiling light under the surface:
phosphorescence. I cried out and she was scared—she thought it was pollution or radioactivity. I
wanted to swim and gaze at my boiling accompaniment—off my hands came streams of it, in
dense bubbling clouds—but the water smelled dirty and I was afraid of sharks. Out on the pier
(lightning kept stabbing randomly behind the city) we sat in the breathless stillness and the air
began to pour from the north, a wind grew as we sat there. P’s towel, which had been hanging
from the rail, was lifted on an angle and sustained it without flapping. People everywhere in the
dark. We drove home yawning and as we walked in the front door it started to pour with rain.After
the movie, which I thought was sentimental, I got quite punchy, and mad at P for not arguing and
for saying things like ‘What’s wrong with ending on a positive note?’ As I Expounded My Views I



felt (a) how clever and articulate I was being, then (b) disgusted with myself for priding myself on
(a). P in her delicate and well-mannered way said that when a film makes ‘one’ furious it must be
because it has touched on some sore point in ‘one’. I was suddenly deflated by the truth in this. I
was furious because I’m sentimental. Because in my work I am guilty of striking the sweet note
when it should be sour.I want to write a novel about the born-again. Shadow games.
Premonitions. Where does the murder trial fit in? A helicopter passes, hovers, unremarked upon,
during an important scene. I am a very unlearned woman.The only way I can sit still for long
periods is if I read and take notes. Maybe loneliness will save me after all. In these states I can
listen with profit to music by Bartók, Schoenberg, weird and scary stuff. Except for Bach, other
things seem too pleasant or even easy. Scared the shit out of myself by playing several times
Bartók’s ‘Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta’ and his second quartet, and reading the
New Grove entry about him. The spine-chilling impersonality of those biographies, it actually
frightens me, I don’t know why. And I can’t help noticing the cold note: ‘he divorced his first wife
in the autumn and married his pupil Ditta Pásztory…’ Oh hell. What will become of me?A couple
of beers at Little Reata with the law student. Loved his company, such a tenderness for him, his
eager interest in life. He can’t bear to think what might be in store for me. He puts his head on the
table, holds my hands, groans. I laugh. One day I’ll remember this.If I write a movie I will be
forced, by working with other people, to come out of my fantasy world and deliver the goods.At
Primrose Gully with R. Gas lamp hissing. Sky has cleared and is star-sprinkled. ‘If I were you,’
says R, ‘I’d sell my soul to get hold of this place.’During the wedding ceremony I asked myself
why the simple hopes of these promises are so impossible when the complications of life fall on
them like a collapsing wall. I do not understand marriage. V is always talking about symmetry but
we are not symmetrical at all. I am offering everything and he is offering everything except the
final thing, which in effect means that he is offering nothing. Is this true or is it just a smart crack?
It is quite understandable to be stunned and even sick with fear when you’re heading for a brick
wall at 100 miles an hour.‘These soul things,’ said R, ‘they’re on another level. They can’t be
legislated.’‘A girl at the supermarket gave me free coupons,’ I said. ‘She looked like Dolly
Parton.’‘Like who?’ says V.‘Like Dolly Parton.’‘Who’s Dolly Pardon?’Out to hear Washington
Wives. I enjoyed moving, and staring at people. While dancing I fantasised what John Shaw
Nielson called ‘wonderful frocks’ of a feminine style—big skirts with little socks—mutton dressed
as lamb perhaps but I refuse to be middle-aged.V quotes Degas quoting Delacroix: ‘An artist
must have no passion except his work and must sacrifice everything to it.’ Privately I consider
this to be bullshit.Fantasy: I arrange to meet him in the US at the end of the writers’ tour. He
comes and we meet: but in the meantime I have met a free man. I see V coming towards me and
I do not know him or want him any more. He is already in my past, a stranger, a finished phase.A
man with a habit of giving less information, and in a less coherently organised form, than one
needs in order to be able to understand what he is talking about—almost as if he is trying to
provoke one to ask puzzled questions so he can accuse one of not paying proper
attention.Alone at Primrose Gully. Sun pours in. Wind cool enough for a jumper. Stove quietly



working. Could such a place be mine? I look at the cabin with a more critical, demanding eye:
this must be cleaned, that painted. I walked along the road with the dog. Trees in their many
dimensions flickered, like a Fred Williams painting. Intense beauty of the sparse bush. I tried to
sing the Nielson song: ‘And in that poor country, no pauper was I.’ Floods of emotion passed
through me: anticipation of work, ideas about a born-again novel, memories of the Mighty Force
and its visitations. Walking on the road I felt my spine to be taller, more vertical. I thought, ‘I will
never be like V, or write like him, or use his methods. My value, to him and to the world, in fact my
JOB, is to work as I know how, as is natural to me.’ Terrific exhilaration of this.A scene for a
movie: two girls, young women, students, walk along a road in the middle of a dry summer night.
They take off their blouses and walk bare-breasted. Wind blows on them. ‘Do you remember,’ I
say to P, ‘the night at Merricks when we took our blouses off, walking along the road? It was so
hot!’ ‘I remember the walk,’ she says, ‘but not the blouses.’Last night I decided to ‘sell my soul’ to
buy Primrose Gully. Today I arrive home and find a cheque from Queensland for the exact price
of the property. I had not told her, or anyone, anything about it. ‘That,’ said the Jungian, ‘is
synchronicity.’The healing session at the born-again’s Pentecostalist church. ‘What’s your need,
sister?’ ‘It’s my back.’ He shouts over his shoulder, ‘Get her a chair.’ A plastic chair is rushed up
behind and I sit on it. The pastor crouches in front of me, straightens my legs, seizes my ankles:
‘Make sure you’re sitting right back in the chair. See how this leg’s shorter than that one?’ ‘Yes.’
He—what did he do?—pulls them, I think, equally towards him, says, ‘Feel that in your back?
Thank you, Lord! Thank you! Now see? They’re the same length!’ Grabs my hands. ‘Up! Now—
run on the spot.’ I do: ‘It doesn’t hurt.’ I can feel myself grinning. He’s still holding my hands. ‘And
there’s a fair bit of tension, too,’ he says, ‘that makes the back sore.’ He put his right hand round
my waist and presses it quickly against my lower spine, exactly where the vertebra bulges out,
and says, ‘It’s that vertebra there, isn’t it.’ ‘Yes.’ I don’t recall whether he laid his hands on my
head—but out of him bursts the word ‘PEACE!’—hands catch me behind and I’m on my back on
the floor. I feel completely ordinary. My face is turning red. I turn my head and see an old woman
roll over, scramble on to her hands and knees, and crawl out of the line of bodies back towards
the pews. I turn on to my side and lie there staring. Throughout all this there is a complete and
total lack of ritual—no music, no set prayers, no silence—people chat quietly, the two catchers
are laughing and talking in low voices about buying a secondhand Mazda only inches away from
where the pastor is laying hands on one person after another and praying loudly and urgently. It’s
extremely casual, practical and relaxed. Small children are strolling about yelling to their
mothers. I get to my feet and walk back to our pew. We leave before the end. In the lobby three
little kids in Catholic primary-school uniforms are staring in: ‘He’s dead! See him push them
over? The one in the red jumper’s dead.’ We walk away along the sunny street and speak of
other things—about how he would like to marry, the puzzle of how to meet girls.F showed me the
bill from the Hôtel de la Plage at Fréhel in Brittany where we first had a holiday, in 1978. We
laughed and laughed, in a fit of cheerful memories. ‘That was back when you used to be nice,’ he
said. ‘What? I still am!’ He urged me, with hints, to recall the name of the next village, the last



one on the road: PLURIEN. Laughed till we had tears in our eyes.V: ‘What’ll you do
tomorrow?’Me: (genuinely surprised) ‘Work.’M’s been invited to join a theatre company and
given (without having to audition) a part in The Cherry Orchard.On the drive to the airport he has
a cigar but no matches. I pull into a 7-Eleven.‘What’s this?’‘The match shop.’He smokes the
disgusting thing and talks like an American.Rode lightless through the Fitzroy Gardens. Men on
beat heading for the lavatories, I nearly knocked one flying. Home along Brunswick Street on the
footpath. Wonderful summer night, half a moon hanging casually halfway up the sky, thick dry
air, people out in the streets.The pencil, and furthermore, it wore down. In another three months
it’ll be gone. There’ll be nothing left of it at all.‘Called or not called, God shall be there.’ —Above
Jung’s door.I wonder what he thinks his rights are, in this? Has he the right to be jealous, to
make demands? Have I got any ‘rights’? What is a ‘right’?We open the front door at midnight.
Someone’s been here. The plastic box on the hall floor, the cheap jewellery spread as if at
leisure. The living-room window’s wide open, the blind still flapping over the sill. What’s gone?
TV still there: video, ghetto-blaster, stereo. In the hall my blue beret and a striped belt on the
carpet. My basket’s gone, the big light basket I bought in Vanuatu. That thing? Broken and torn?
To carry away loot? But nothing that big has been taken. Ah, behind my bed a missingness: my
CD Walkman. My wooden box with brass corners is open on the mantelpiece—oh, my pretty
antique rings! But I never wore them. Nothing else missing: M’s baby teeth and my wedding ring
no. 2 still there but they’ve taken my first wedding ring. How did they choose? Come back and
show me how it looks on you! On the floor where the Walkman was, a cheap gold pendant: a
heart containing a pearl. I pick it up. Like a payment. Must’ve been girls. Dear girls! You’ve
stripped me of a weight: take my things and wear them on your young hands and bodies.Falling
in love at this age is terrible because it makes you fear death.‘So this poor bitch,’ says V, ‘in
glaring white shoes and a purple jumpsuit…’ I flinch. He’s one of those old-fashioned men who
divide up women into poor bitches, molls, free spirits (Mirka Mora), and then their own women.
Let’s stop now, before I get so far in I forget where the exit is and have to blow up the building to
get out.Everything that can be called A SUBJECT he knows about. And I know about the
rest.The game I invent to entertain V when he’s sick in bed. I put an object against his back
under his T-shirt and he has to guess what it is. A hammer, half an apple. Aching paroxysms of
noiseless laughter. When I put a candle there he thinks for ages and says uncertainly, ‘Is it your
watch?’A savage taxi driver. His anger seethed out of his pores, he was sick and mad with it.
‘Sydney’s a dump. A bloody rubbish heap full of greedy sick pipple. Town Hall—in there’s the
biggest bunch of idiots. Wanting to change everything. Pedestrian malls in the middle of the city.
Make everyone turn around and go the other way. Newtown. That’s another bloody dump. If I had
to live in Newtown or Erskineville I’d rather live in a tent. In a bloody paddock. The houses’ve got
only one wall between ’em. You can hear the bloke next door talkin’ to his missus. Where do I
live? I’ve lived in plenty of places, lady. King Street—a dump. One lane of traffic. Blocked up for
miles.’ Battered by his bitter monologue. You only need a couple of thousand people like him to
poison the entire population of the world. Considered saying, ‘What happened? Why are you so



angry?’ but I knew he would massacre me.‘The first time I ever got into bed with a girl, starkers,’
says V, ‘I was staggered by the softness. I was absolutely staggered.’ I thought about the three
women I’ve been in bed with. The astounding softness of their mouths and skin. I decide not to
say, ‘I know exactly what you mean.’I say, ‘I’m no good at marriage. I think I’d be awful to be
married to.’‘Why? What makes you say that?’I look at my bare foot on the bed-end and think, ‘Is
it even true?’The biographer sent me a copy of her letter to the subject’s family, dropping the
project because of not wanting to ‘hurt’ them. She’s chickened out. I felt a roll of scorn. Then
guilt. R and I discussed possible reasons, and found plausible ones, which lowered my tone. R
says, ‘She’s closer to the precipice than most of us.’ Once again I see in myself an impatience
with the suffering of others, an unpleasant briskness.Fear, at three in the morning after a storm,
that I’ll never write anything again.I weigh myself on the big machine at Coles. ‘Eight stone four,’
says the man in charge of the scales. ‘That’s a good weight. You hang around that weight and
you’ll be right.’F tells me about a TV program he saw, about AIDS—junkies as well as gays.
Sudden rigid horror—what if I caught it in Paris in 1978? Staring at the chair leg I imagine the
blood coming out of my arm into the tube: ‘You’re positive.’ I must have looked panic-stricken. F
says, ‘I didn’t mean to frighten you.’ ‘Should I get a blood test?’ ‘You have to be careful, that’s
all.’David Bowie announces cheerfully that he has an AIDS test every time he ‘changes
partners’.At Mum and Dad’s I sat sideways on my chair, staring out the window. Dad said,
affectionately (for him), ‘What are you thinking about, Helen?’ ‘Oh,’ I said, ‘just the meaning of
the universe.’ A true answer would have been, ‘I’ve found the love of my life, and he’s married to
somebody else.’I admire and want to imitate the way he looks at, say, a picture, and walks away.
He shows me something and doesn’t expect me to comment. He gives me time.Kafka’s letters to
Felice. Struck by their dailiness, the intense detail he goes into about circumstance and feeling—
and sometimes by a slicing sarcasm which makes me afraid of him.The men on the excavation
site next to the hotel arrive quietly, and go quietly about the tasks of preparation for work. I don’t
know what they’re doing. Checking the huge pieces of equipment. Looking at gauges. Putting oil
in things. Not seeming to communicate with each other, in their dark shorts and boots and
socks.My beautiful little indigo leather bag is not on my bed when I go to get a stamp out of it. I
search my bedroom, the house—I go to search the car but the keys to it are in the bag. A hollow
feeling. Where is it? $600 in cash, that P owed me and paid. My pen, my keycard, my bank book,
door key, car key, PO box key, my black notebook—my notes for my movie, play, novel. I
acknowledge it’s gone, I call the cops. Two boys and a girl, all armed with pistols. Friendly,
courteous, efficient. I wish I had a decent-sized teapot to make them all a cuppa. They leave, full
of advice about security grilles, window bars etc. The robber must have taken the bag through
my bedroom window, which was wide open to catch the breeze: it is a balmy night, the air is
sweet with grass. I cursed and swore. I drank a glass of vodka.How pretty U is, her clean cheek-
line and small nose, her clear eye-whites, her thick curly forelock. She is upset in her self-esteem
because a man she went to bed with last week subsequently behaved opaquely and then
ceased to contact her. She rang him, left notes. What a terrible tactician, her ego all up-front and



undisciplined. ‘It’s unfortunate,’ I said, ‘but you have to fake indifference until it becomes real; and
then he’ll be eating out of your hand. And you don’t even want him, anyway.’Are you comfortable,
in me? Do you need a window opened, or cleaned? A night-light on your balcony? Are there
enough bedclothes? The doors don’t lock. The garden is endless and full of vegetables and
flowers. Are you happy?I will get only $4000 in royalties. So much for my fucking Subaru. Stop
complaining and start working. Anyway the law student says that a Subaru is ‘kitsch’ and ‘has no
style’.Pleasure of sitting by the fire. P was sewing, I was reading. We were silent for an hour at
least. We know how to be silent. We are civilised.‘His Crockery’. First she stood in line at DJ’s
sale with half a dozen Arzberg plates in her hands. The queue was long. She lost patience and
walked away, leaving them on the wrong display counter. Back at the house he said, ‘You’re a
great little shopper, aren’t you.’ ‘Not great enough. I was too mean to wait.’ ‘I don’t care,’ he said.
‘I’m cooking. Sit down and read the paper.’ Then he went away to Italy. Then she went to Grace
Brothers and bought a whole set of the plainest white Australian china. She carried it on foot to
his house. The other man there let her in. He was on his way to work. ‘What’s in the parcel?’
‘Nothing. Just some stuff.’ He closed the door behind him. She put the parcel on the kitchen
table, went out to the shed for an axe, and started the job. I want it to have no particular meaning.
Wherever there is a sign of character development, plot, explanation, I want to stamp on it.An
old man presents himself at my door: he found my Medicare card and licence in a neighbour’s
front garden while ‘talking about roses’, and returned them to our old house, where the dog
attacked him and tore a great piece out of his jumper. He showed me the rip: ‘Pure wool it was,
and everything.’Before the woman he was going to marry came back from New York, G told me,
he understood then ‘the black power of love’. Nightmares from which he woke sweating and
stammering, mornings when he sang for joy.I’ve kept myself for decades in a milieu of people
younger than me.Sun streams in. Stillness outside. Beans and potatoes boiling on the stove.
Dog asleep nose to tail on the matting. Treetops open to air and light but their trunks deep in the
darkness of autumn. Outside the window the koala is asleep in the crook of the branches. One
foreleg grips, the other hangs loosely by its side. The great black shining claws.
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